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Though prefttreesed concret« girder bridges are
relatively ne^ in thle country, deelgn procedure for
simply supported beaT?Js have been published by Gustav
Kagnel, P»W» Abelee and others. On the subject of
continuous girders, however, there has not boon too
much published. Magnel has published an analysis
and set forth a procedure for the design of oontinuous
girders in his "Prestressed Concrete"* In his
design, Kjfcjpiel uses a continuous parabolic cable. Thi»
cable introduces secondary bending moments 'which rep^ilts
in an Involved design procodure employing a complicated
Ifraph.
The object of this thesis Is to anallse and develop
a desiiqi procedure for a three equal span continuous
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I?fTRODUCTIO?T ATTD HISTORY
PrestresBlng concrete 1b not a n^w development In
thft fif»ld of "Reinforced Concrete. As early an IBBS,
Doehonig' took out a p>=itent in "Berlin for mortar slab?? re-
inforced by preetreeeed ©tcel wires e-jceroleing a permanent
compreeslon on the tension zone of the concrete. Poor
quality cement was blamed for the failure. Lund and Koenen
early in the twetrtleth century tested preetreejsed reinforced
concrete beame by preetreesinfr to approximately S,000 lbs.
per square inch. Because of the lov pretention of the re*
lnforcet?:entt after a time the preetreesing dleappeared alto-
gether. Other early atteuppts at prestreeeln^ failed becauwe
the eteel reinforcement used had too low a yield point :md
the pretension was too small to overcome the ehrlnlcage and
creep of the concrete.
The present day inveeti gator hae at hand reinforce-
ment with ultimate strengthe well over 200,000 Ibe. per
square inch and concrete with cr^iehing strength* approach-
ing 10,000 lbs. "per oquare inch. Hence, he is in a posi-
tion to design proetree^ed reinforced concrete etructuree
with Bteel and concrete of a quality to give design©
taking advantage of the principlee of pres trees ing and
the higher etrengtha of eteel and concrete.
In the field of bridge design especially, preetressed
deeigne result in great eavlnpe of materials, perrnit con-
siderably lon^rer ppans, more reliable ctructuree ae the







prevontert fro'T* occurlng as the entire croee-eectlon Is
Btreesed compreBaiv«ly. Consequently, a mirib^r of methods
of prestr^cslng girders hare appeared within the past two
decades.
The first praotioal solution was "by 7reyBBinet in 1928
utilising high-quality concrete and high-tensile steel. To
derive the den^e and exceptional qu«ility of concrete re-
quired* it was ©BBential to use erery available !55eanB of
compaction such as vihrjatlon, heating, «ind so forth. Con-
crete under Freyssinet*?? treat-nent resulted after a few
hours in a concrete made with ordinary portl-^nd cement with-
standing a crushing stress of 4^000 to 6,000 lbs. per square
inch and after hardening, a final conpresoive strength of
150,000 lbs. per square inch. Freyssinet eirrployed wires of
C.g" diameter placed agsninet the internal face of a sheath
and positioned by short lengths of helical springs (es-
pecially where the cable changed directions). A hydraulic
Jack is n6Q& to strep© the wires and they are finally se-
cured by cylindrical blcclcs. The advantaf?«8 elai!ned for this
method are an in«xpen©iv«* raethod of securing the wires, the
wires- are auiclcly stretched, th® end securings for the wires
do not protrude beyond the end of the beaa. Disadvantages
which may be claimed are that th© wires i^y not be equally
stressed, that the shape and quality of the end blocks pos-
sibly TTiay not be uniforri, and the necessity of heavy and
expensive Jj^cke. This process was responsible for a prreat
deal of work in France prior to 1939 but has proved too eum-
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etre^elng aethodis hare been developed that Pire much
iirpler and consldenxbly more ©conorrdcal.
During thin past war it wae practically irapoocslble
to obtnln the Freypsinet devlcew in Belgium and another
aethod •^rlouoly called the Belplura T'cthod, the ;!agnel
Method, or the Magnel-Blaton T'ethod was dereloped by
GustaY Marnel. In this method wlree are placed In a defi-
nite order with a p-naeing equal to the wire diameter for
grouting purposes. The wires are stretched two at a time
and are etrongly anchored to device© called "eandwich
plates". The wiren are end oeed within a eheet-metal eheath
and tensionrd by a five-ton Jack. The advantages claimed
for thi» method are a cable of a large number of wire©,
wires are individually stretched and also tested to a stress
approximately 10:^ higher than under T^orking loads. Disad-
vantage® stated are that it is more expensive than Frey»sinet,
a longer tlraie to teneion the prestressing wires, extension
of the "sandwich plates" beyond the end of the concrete, and
more difficult to bend the cable to anchor it. A considerable
a'nount of work has been completed in Belgium and appears to
be very satisfactory.
Two American processes have been developed. The "elec-
trical Method (Blllner and Carlson) employs threaded steel
bars coated with sulphur which upon being heated electrically
elongate. Vute are then tightened down and the bars allowed
to cool, with the bond re-establiehed when the sulphur solid-
ifies, allowing the nuts now to be reraoved • The whole opera-
tion of extending one rod can be completed in about two
minutes. Disadvantages set forth are the wastage of steel
f*/."* ! »':i*^i»ir'^.-
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Area unleee the ends of the hare ar« uneet, eerlouts lose
of pre»tr«88 due to snnll strese, roenlhl© Intek of uniform-
ity in the preetresn and poesible chemloal action of the
sulphur damaging the steel H.nd concrete ( especially If
crackR appear and moleture Is present). However, this
method is elraple, econonical ^nd practical, z,nd r.erite in-
vestigation and U80«
The eeoond American irjethod, Schorer*s, depende upon the
bond of thin wires, wound helically in oppoeite direotlon©
around a central core forr.ing a cap'e. The wires are separated
from one another and the central core by spacer diEcs, being
held in pl^ce at the desired Btreer by a wedge-ring clamping
device. Unltp can be manufactured in various si zee depending
on the wire size nn6 central core. The advantage© olaiused for
this syaten i» the use of a factory-made unit reouirlng no
special treatment in the field.
Prooesees depending upon the expansion of concrete in





Prior to dlecuBolng the problera of continuous
beamw, it may be well to adept a convention of signs.
A positive bendlnp cioiaent causes corrrpressive stress
in thc! top fibre (i.e., causes the beara to 8%g) and
nei^ative bending moment cause© tensile stress in the
top fibre (i.e., ca'ises the beam to hump). The
eccentricity is designated as follov^s: wherp th© cnble
is above the neutral axis as positive and wh^re below
the neutral axis as negative. The convention thus
established for the bendlnp- nonent and e-'^centrlclty
a^ree with each other.
In a continuous bea??' unless the prestress Inf
cable coincides with the neutral axle of the beam
(I.e., is nowhere eccentric), the statically indeter-
minate reactions are altered by the pr'»8tre88ing.
If in yig» 1, the support at B is removed, the
prp'Etressing force would create a neprative bending
mosient and terd to lift the beam at all "ooints <*:xc®pt
at the exterior sur-porte, A and C. Therefore, to
kef'p the beaim in contact ^it^ the cur-oort at B (assume
support replaced), a force F^j must be aprlied. The
application of this force produced an extra upward
reaction at the exterior supports (the sum of -which
must equal the force applied). These additional
reactions produce an additional bendlnp; moment - Which
is desifrnated as the Secondary Pend inp Icoaent, M^, which
nniet be combined with the initial bending moments caused
- 6 -
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by the loads and the Initial preetrecsing foroe# "Pj.
This Secondary Bending yioment is proportional to
th« Initial prentreeslng force and Is not neplirlhle
(iinl0«<8 the cable Ib so placed that the eccentricities
are such that they partially cancel one another through-
out the length of the beam). The raagnitude and ei^n
of the Secondary B«^ndin»' Moment result from the position
of the cable, which in turn can only be chosen t^hen the
raluee of the Secondary Bending Mo^nent are known.
7o avoid the procene of repeated caloulation» for
the f^eoondary Bending Monent and the poeltion of the
cable, which are rautually dependent, Mafrnel nug|reet» the
use of the concept of equivalent eccentricities* He
defines the equivalent eccentricity at a section ae the
«um of the actual eccentricity at that section and an
apparent eeeentrlelty. fhie apparent eccentricity is
Introduced by the Secondary Bendini? ¥oment and is equal
to the value of the Bjs^oondary Bending: Moment at the
section divided by the preetrotseinf?: forces i.e., H^j-i-Pj.
Therefore, if the equivalent eccentricity ie ueed
instead of the actual eccentricity, the oontinuoue beam
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SY>IBOLS
A - oroBP-Eectional area of the "beam
AVBtCfD - deoignate eectlon« (when used as suTseoripta)
Ay - area of steel reinforceraent
b - width of section at centroid
e» c^ - allowable eoTsipTesf^lve and tenislle stresB in the
concrete, respectively
• • eccentricity of the prestreeelng cable fror; the
neutral axie
e* - equivalent eccentricity
^dt*
-^dh * 8treB« in top and bottom fibre, reap., caused by w^
^at* ^ab * stress in top and bottom fibre* resp., caused by w^
^*at* ^*ab ""S'*^''^®®® i'^ top and bottom fibre, resp,, caused by w'^
f-y
- allowable tensile streBS of atsel reinforoffment
fgy - allowf\ble concrete tensile ©tress (for check on
cracking)
I • moaient of inertia of entire section about eentroid
L • length of each ©pan, fe?»t
M^ - bending moment due to w^
Mj^ - bending raotaent due to w^
M'g^ - bending Tioi«.ent due to vr^^
n • proportion of T^ that remains permanently j g-ener-
ally « 0*35
^i • initial preetressing force
^ • statical moraient of section on either ©Ide of eentroid
talc©n about the eentroid
T • radius of gyration of concrete section
St • principle stress
• S -
iai.= -3 :-.: i'? IW
V - external ©hoar on section
V - ehearinp ptrepn at the oentrold
w^ - load p«»r unit length acting when preutrese ie
bein^r establlehed
Wj^ - additional load per unit lenfrth acting after the
preetracifj has he<^n eeta-hlished (acting in such a
manner aR to produce a !«©!Rf»nt of earn© elfn as that
produced "by w^)
^*a " '=^f^<'i^*'>niR'- lofvd per rjnlt l<*ngth noting after the
prestrcFE has been established (acting In such a
wanner r;e to produce a 'isonent of opposite sign as that
produced by w,j
)
y*, y^ - distancea from centrold of bear?! to top and bottom
fibres? rfiff-pectlvely
ar !'•;'• '^>''^i '"o T • *:-;, <
« t 6 ^ ^ Tit T; w T.^ •::?;
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A pri*streBBed Cf>nor©t« m««b«r aiibjeoted to bending
only muBt In general resist the bending moment produced
by the loada present (w^) when the preetrece le being
eotabllFhed and to another bendinj? moment produced by
the loade (Wg^ and w'^^) which can be applied after the
pree tresis lng«
The cases of a simply supported beam subjected to
bending moments of the ease sign (M<| and !%) a simply
supported beam »ub,iected to bending noment© of opposite
sign (K^ and K\), and a continuous beam eubjected to
bending moments of the same and opposite sign (M^, Mg^ and
M'g^), Each caee will be investigated at the sections
of maximum moment, for the top and bo tto 19 fibre, and
at the two critical loading conditions - iwaed lately
after the prestrers is established ^nd after an ©lapsed
ti?ae»
!• Simply su-Dported bea?n subjected to bending moraents of
the sanie sign*
A* Case of eccentricity greater than r^/y^
1. Top fibre at ntid-bearn section.
a* Irnmediately the prestrese 1® eiitabliehed the
tensile stress in the concrete under the load
w^ and the prestrecsinp force s^jAst not exceed
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- f^^ « Q^ (1)
b# After an elapsed time the compreeclTe etreoe in
the concrete under the loads (w^ and w^^) and the
preetreeelng force mint not exceed the conipreeelve









?^(^ - ^) "^ ^dt * ^at « « (2)
2# Bottom fibre at mid -beam ©eetlon.
a* iTJBJied lately the preetrecs Is eetabllehed the
0OTapreB8lv0 ntreee in the concrete under the
load (w^) and the preetrecelng force muet not









^(-?)- db < (3)
b. Aftar an elapeed time the teneile stress in the
concrete under the loade (w^ and w,^) and the
prestresping force ^mist not exce^ the perralsslble
tensile otrenrth in the concrete.
- 11 -
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^a 1^) * ^dt» * ^»b (4)
B. Caee of eccentricity lees than r^/y^
1. Top fibre at mid-beasa saetlon*
a* Immediataly the pr©«tr®i?B Is ftstablliRhed the
condition of I-A-l-a doeei not apply elnce the
top fibre 1© now always in oosspreseion* (5)
Therefore, the oontrolling condition after
preetresB le that the compressive e trees under
the loads (w^ and w^) and the preetreeelng












r" (^ ""'^)* ^^^ ^ ^»t - c (6)
b. After an elapsed tine the compreeeive stress
under the loads (w^ and Wg^) and the preetresclng
force must not exce'^'d the compressive 8tren|7th
©f the concrete* All the stre^'ses remain the
eaiie as those of I»B-l«a except the Pj tense
whieh are reduced by n| therefore. If (6) is
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rf,i r{» 'is ilif* fl ©rf* 1";^
2, Bottom fibre at mid-baam section*
a« Imroediately the preetreee is established and after
b.
an elapsed tlaie the conditional are the msLn\e ae in
I-A-2-a and -b. Therefore, the condition
equations (3) and (4) apply (redesignate as
(7) and (8), respectively).
II • Simply supported beam subjected to bending moraent© of
the opposite si^rn*
A. Caee of eccentricity (greater than r^/y^
!• Top fibre at mid -beam section.
a* laanediately the prestreeo ie established the
tensile stress in the concrete under the loads
(w^ and ^\) and the pre© tress ing force raust







Live Load (*' )
b. After an elapsed tirae the condition and forces
are the same as those of II-A-l-a except the P*
terms which are reduced by n; therefore, if (9)
is satisfied, this condition is also* (f»-a)
• 12 •
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2# Bottom fibre at raid-b<^am section.
a* Immediately the prestreee ie e8t«bli8h«p)(l the
corapresslTe etreee in the concrete under the
loads (w^ and ^\) and the prestressing force
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- (10)
b. After an elapsed ti?ne the condition and forces
are the same as those of II-A-8-a except the P^^
terms which are reduced by nj therefore, if (10)
is satisfied, this condition is also. (lO-a)
B« Case of eccentricity less than r^fy^
1. Top fibre at mid-bearn section.
a. Irarjied lately the preetress is established the
tensile stress In the concrete under the loads
(Wjj and w*^) and the pr^s tress ing force must not
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b. After an olapewd time th^ condition and forces
ar© the •aine ae those of II-B»l-a except the Pj
terme which are reduced by n# therefore, thie
condition controls
-j-^ (i - p?^ ) - fat + f\t - H Ui-«)
2. Bottom fibre at raid-beaa section.
a* Immediately the prestress is established the
coifipressiye stress in the concrete under the
loads (w^ and w'g^) and the prestresslng force





Dead Load (w^) f^^^ (tension)
Lire Load (w*^^)
^'ab (coitipreselon)
^1 / ®yb \ c
r^i*
-r) -u^ *t\x, »= (12)
b* After an el«ip©ed time the condition and forces
are the same as those of II-B-2-a except the Pj
terras which are rf^duced by nf therefore, if (12)
ie aatiefled, this condition is also* (12-a)
HOTlJ It is obTloue that the beam wust satisfy
the formulae derived above in I when the beam is
loaded thusly, Row«?ver, if the conditions
of certain of these equations are satisfied,
those of others are automatically satisfied.
- 15 -
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Therefore, for a beam subJ footed to bonding momentB
of the sara© and oproelte alimt whether the beans be
imply aupported or eontlnuoue, there are the controlling
formula* for the eectlon or eeotione of maxlaura bending
moment or moment©, recpectiTely*
^o^ Caeg A ( e >T^/y^) -
if (9) is eatiefi'^d, (l) i» alsoi
if (10) ie eatlefled, (."S) i« also.
Therefore, the controlling equations are -
(2), (9), (4) and (10),
7or Case B ( © < r^/y^) -
if (12) »(10) is satisfied, ^3) is aleo and
{%) is inoperative.
Therefore, the controlling enuations are -
(6), (11), (4) and (10).
The next consideration is the graphical representation
of the controlling forraulas for bea^s subjected to bending






To faoilltnte the solution of the four eimultaneouely
oontrolling formulae It will be worthwhile to represent
the forraulae graphically. Sach formula will be coneldered
individually and then siraultaneously with the three
ooirjpanion condition forraulaa for the solution of eections
of maximusa moment.
The formulae are plotte<! with th® eccentricity as
the abeciesa and the value of il/Pi) au the ordinate.
The value of the abseleea (e) for the ordinsite (l/Pj) equal
to «ero for lln^e 2 and 2' U ^r^At «t>d fr the
lines 4 and 4» is -r^/y-^j* The value of the ordinate {l/Pi)
for the abseissa (e) equal to zero i«5 giveti in the following
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(10)
^^db ^ ^ab - Ct^A
+1
e
^0 - ^'ab * ^db^A
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Hi yig« 3 tho ohaded areas oorros-pond to the values
of (e) «nd (l/Pi) that sutlsfy the particulap condition
forraula. To solve a partleul^ir ««otlon, thm bftndlnp:
mofflsents and etrossse eaused "by th« loads w^^, w^ and w'^
are found and thea the ordinatss for 2» <?% 4 and 4* are
computed. The four cfsndltlon lines are dra"^n and the
area enclosed within the four line© satisfies the
conditions* Si!nll<ar diagraiaf? of (e) vereue (l/Pi) are
drawn for the sections of aaxlrjum aoments (for a
continuous beam of three equal spjins these are the
midpoint of the exterior span, the Interior support
and the midpoint of the central ep^in)* This Is
illustrated in Fif • 4» Any line eueh as H-If* is drawn
parallel to the (e) axis cuttlnif? all thre«» areas and
aatisfles the conditions of the partimilar beam and
its particular loading. Line H»K' gives the value
of (l/Pj^) frora isfhieh the prestresslnF force is obtained.
The intercepts of line H-H* with the area© fire the
li!?jit8 of the eccentricities for the particular sections
for which the diapraras are constructed. It is ©1>vious
that the further the line H-H* Is tram the (e) aarls the
ssialler will be the prestressing force required. Thus
it will be best to investigate this condition first find
should the allo«?able eccentricities not be obtainable,
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The Secondary Bonding Moment in terme of the pre-
stressing force (P|^)t the span length (L) and the
eccentricity of the prestrecsing cable («) has been
derived from the Conjugate "Bemn Theory and the Principle
of Superposition (the deriTatlon is indicated by Magnel
in his "Prestressed Concrete* with the intormediate steps
omitted). The resulting esq^resclon for the Secondary
Bending Moment is general and applicable to any assumed
arrangement of cables and combination of prestreesinr
forces, (see Pig. 6)»
Jfetisnel follows his recoTsimendatlons for the eccentricity
of the cable, that is, no cable eoeentrioity at the exterior
supports, sai^ging of the cable in the middle of the end
Spans, hunrpinff over the interior STipports, sagging at the
middle of the central span, and being eyiw^etrical about
the midpoint of the central span. He accoiaplishes this
by the use of a continuous cable me follows j in the exterior
half of the ends span with a eecond degree parabolai in
the interior half of the end spans with a fourth decree
parabola and in the central span with another fourth depree
parabola. Using the algebraic eifuations for the cable














THE SECONDARY MOMENT AT AN INTERIOR SUPPORT
1. By Conjugale Beam,
(I) O, = ^o-^ -^ fjM dx (Slope= area of -^ d/agrarn)
(2) A/, =^yo-^ -e-Jx, -Xo) -f- JT f^^^"^' " ^^ ^^
(Defiedion - momeni of area of -^ diagram)
2. ASSUME Supports B 3 D removed; when prestrescing force applied
if produces a bending moment, M(= Pe), with a resulting deformation.
Applying (I) a (2),
at midpoint C, (l') -%' o = -ei-h^/^'M dx or ^L^-jj-f^M dx.d")
at support B, (2!) Ay^^ o -h-OiL -h -^j- (^M(L' x) dx
:. substituting M-Pe and (l") in (2^),
(2r)^y^^"^flPedX'h'^i^(L'X)e dx
''il^C^dx •f-^i^edx^-'^f^ex dx
= - £=j~//^^ ex dx + L C e dxj (upwards)
(deflection at B due to prestressing force, P ).
3. Re ferring to beam in (b) above, apply load Rg I at B& D (Rg is the
aforementioned force in discussion of problem of continuous beam).
Px 2 1from^^(when x= a) = f§i(^La -3a^ - x^),
Ay^ --g^ (3 3LL - 3^ - ^) = -h 5R8i:6E1 (downwards)

controlling eccentricities (!•«•» the middle of the
end span, the Interior support, and the middle of the
central span), he eolvee for the value of the Secondary
Bending I'oment.
Ualng the concept of the eqiilTalent eccentricity
(the actiml eccentricity plus an i%pparent eccentricity),
he proceeds to sot up a graph (see 5^ig. 6) which Is
entered with the limits of the equivalent eccentricities
from the dia^ran of e* vs l/Pj. (see "Fig. 4) and an
arbitrarily chosen eccentricity for the Interior support.
Lines are drawn parallel to the basic construction lines
and an area should bs bounded by these line - t\ny point
of which satisfies the conditions of the problenj. If
the arbitrarily chosen value of the actual ©ecentricity
of the interior suptsort does not provide a s^itlsfaetory
solution, others must be tried* If the greatest
available actual eccentricity at the interior support
does not provide a solution, the beam is too shallow
for the condition of loading.
To eli??sinit© the parabolic cable, th® use of a
graph with four construction lines, and tite field
construction of a parabolic cable, a Biiapler cable
arranirtement was investifrated* A continuous parabolic
cable, a continuouB straight cable, a eontimtoup
straight cable with an additional cable over each

























points of cut-off were invoptlgated with no 8p«clal
reeults worthy of note (with the exception of the latter).
The uee of « dlecontinuoue cahle conpoaed of straight
eablee with auarter point out-offie waa tried and Is the
one adopted for this presentation.
The cftble le Illustrated in Fig. B with all the
distanoes and forces labelled. The derivation for the
Secondary Bending Moment, the aesuraptione made and the
final equations for the three equivalent eceentrlcitiee
are for the cable arrangenent Indicated,
The curve© for the equivalent eccentricities in tenas
of the actual eccentricities are deter'^ined by the three
final defining equations, (see Fig. 9),
The procedure is as before • enter with the Halting
equivalent eccentricities from the diagraiH of e*vs l/^i
and the actual limiting eccentricity imposed by the
physical setup of the ehosn beam* A few quick trys and
an acceptable solution can be found. If the actual
eccentricities available are not satisfactory, the b©a?i is

















ASSUME Some 'P^For All Cobles.
I From Eg. , Ms=- ff{(}x dx 'hL(e dxj.
'
-^/^/ ^ ^Ct '^'P^tt
= - P [ 0337591 + 0.5625 tf^ 1-0,3 ej.
ASSUME Sf -tfj -tf^ -eQ^and tf^ *tf^.
^. M^^ - P[0, 6375 e^ -h 0. 5625 ^].
By (fef/nifhh, Equivalent Eccentricity e'^ e-h-T^-
J. e'A * «i^-^-^^ ' ej^- 0.31875 e^ - 0.26125 e^.
^'b * ^B'^'^p'' " eg- 0.6375 ej^ - 0J5625 eB-
^C' ^C^ "^ ' ^4" 0.6375 eji -05625 d^^.
'or-
e'j^' 0.68/25 e^ - 0.28125 eB .
e'g*- 0.6375 ej^ + 0. 4375 e^ .
tf^* 0.3625 ej^ "0.5625 e^ .





Since no special design or techniqufts le required
for th« constnictlon of th* foundatlone i^nd abutaentB
of pr«atresii«d reinforced concr*»»t« bridre«» it is
asBurjed that fpieh abutraente and foundations can b®
built wltb no difficulty. THorefore no analysis




Ko attempt 1« rm&e to discus© the detailed construe-
tion proc©dure neeeesf^ry for the practical application of
thle design* Such procedure would depend on the location
and the engineering experience of the contr'^ctor. There 1»
nothing In thle design which renTilres the d@velopT>ient of
new methodB of construction. The technique of construction
already applied to exleting preetreeeed concrete hridf^es
could with email mod Ifl cat! one he applied to the proposed
deeip^n*
Since each girder in the designed bridge le 300 feet
long ^nd would weli^h approximately 120 tone, a. eferioue
trsuieportatlon and placement prohlei^ would restult if the
girders were cast at a distance from the site. For that
reason, the girders would be adrantageously cast on top of
the piers, one or two at a tibiae, using' falsr-work to support
the forais. This would reouire only enough falsework to
support two or three girders. After prestressing the girders
would be moved lat^.rally Into position. The design of the














The brldpe herein designed i» a eontlnuouB epan bridge
eonsleting of three*one hundred (3-100*) foot spans* The
orose eection of the bridge oonsiste of seven 48" I-beaci
girders. On the top flange of the girders is a 3" wearing
surface of concrete. This allows two lanes on a 26-foot
roadway with two one-foot ourbs, for an OTersill width of
twenty-eight feet, (see Fig. 10),
Saoh girder is cast atop the piers wti^ is post-tens ioned
with high strength steel wire® by the Ifa^el-Platon system
before being placed in its proper poeitlon# The prfi"
stressing steel consists of straij^ht wires covered with
a metal sheath and irouted to form oablei?. These eablee
are placed ^on either side of the web of the I-beam and
are anchored in specially designed rectangiular blocks,
(see Fig. 7)* For additional protection the cable ©heaths
would be protected by a bitiimlnous coating. The exterior
side of the two outf?ide girders would be covered with a
thin shall of concrete giving protection to the otherw-se
exposed cable sheaths. All the cables are below the
neutral axis within the core of the section ©j^cept over
the interior support© where the cables are above the
neutral axle to counteract the negative sioment. These
cables are not continuous » starting and stopplnfr at pre"
deterrnlned points wh^r*? the rectanirular bloclcs are placed
for anchoring. This discontinuity of the cables Is the
peculiar feature of this de«lp:n tmd$ as far as in Imown
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"by the authoro, this particular type of conBtruction ban
not be*?!! prevlouflly ueed.
£aeh of the Beven pirdere i« keyed to the adjoining
one by shear key© on the upper and lower flanges* After
the seven preetreoeed girder® are in place on the abutfiente,
steel wire© in cablee are paeaM transversely through
the upper and lower fiancee at a epeelfiad spacing, holes
belnp- left in the flanf?;e» for this mirpos^- I^&bb wirse
are then pre»tr©sp.ed eetabllehlni? a pofit*etr©seed oor^itlon
tranevprsely through the eorabined and lower flanges*
Beeauee of the etreee so established, each girder doee
not act individually but assuwes the etatu© of a ?sono*
lithic structure with the other gliders.
The following ©tepe are the basis of the prooediire
for design J
(1) Aseume a oonerete eroae seotion*
(2) for ditiensione used, find the liralting valu^sr
of the equivalent ©Qcentrioitiee (diafrra'^ of e* rn l/P^),
(3) Sjcpr«©«!i the variation of th© cable eeeentrlcity
as an algebraical mrr}Ti^,nnion*
(4) Find the equivalent eeoentricitieB in terra© of
the actual eooentricities. (diagram of e va s')«
(5) Determine actual eceentricitles by satisfying
dlENEJrame of e ' v© l/P^ and e v«? e *
.
(6) From the diariraw of e* rn \,^i d^temine the
value of the prestreealn^ force.








(8) Combine streeBOo from loads at time of preetreeet
stroases from superImposed loads, stresses du« to the
prestroBsinp: and stresess due to Secondary Bending Monient
in all posfiibl© combinations (at the time of prestrese,
after prestress with superiiapoced loads, and after an
elapsed tine) to see if stresses conform to the allowable
eompresBiivs and tensile strengths.
(9) The remainder of the design is for details - such
as the check on the shear, the design of the shear key,
the design of the anchorage, the design of the transverse
steel and so forth
•
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Since pr«Btr«fiBod ooncr«te conctructloR is relativ«-
ly nevf in this country, no Btandar<1 taet of Bpecifioation©
have been agreed upon, 'inhere poteible the specifications
Bet forth in the current American Concrete Institute
Standards were adhered to. For those instances, in which
It v^as believed that the published specifications were not
applicable, values as recommended in 'publications' by
GuBtav Kagnel, x*. W. Abelee and various other authorities
vere used*
With regard to loading, the standard specifications
for Highway Bridges, fifth edition, 1949, as adopted by the
American Association of F-tate Highway Officials was used.
The following specifications were followed in the
designs
Live Load




L « Length betw«=>en supports in feet
Bead Load
Two lanes on a 26 foot roadway.
Two one-foot curbs equal to 300 lbs. per foot of
bridge
Three-inch road ^fearing surface equal to 150 lbs.
Per foot of cirder
Maximum Deflection Allowable





•ff ».»«-,*. I %!>» t-^^ e r^<%. ^.ifw
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Th« isiaturlala usea In this d««lgn hav« tb# following prop«rtl«Bs
Ultimato oosrrrAesiTA strength ••••*..
Allowable ooisiipreeislTe «tr«8if ••••,.*
tn. titrate t9n«31e strength •••••••••
AllOTrable t«neilo »tree« •...•••••
Allowable ith«ar etrese (ne r#lnforeestwit) •
(etlrrupe alon« as web rolnforeesisfit)
300 psi
Allowable bearing etraufi •••••«•••*•• 3500 psl
Modulus of islaetieity ••*•••••••.• .S, 000,000 p«i
special Hcebllnc Aeld Stool Pre©treg»«d Cooerot® Wiro
Ultimate otrongth • •••••*•• S40,000 pei
O.T'I Elongation at • * • 1P»0,000 pel
Ulnimm ultimate elom^atlon .......... 4^
Allowable d«©l :n etrooa «•.*.«••.•«• 1IK0,000 pel
8r©8» after or«®p of @t«<»l and obrfnkpfcge of
oonoroto . . • . •
Allowable load per wire * • • • .
Allowable t®iiel«?niRg »tre»a ...
web W«b Reliaforoosiont arn! Ancbor Blook Wlra Oag©
D'^'Signi f^tmsG » • • . • . •
2^?I^S i Th© nbov© conor«?t« and, »t«r.l stroa* woro aoaiBned
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aj Kagnel - "Preetrasaed Concrete'*
-XJltiraate oompr«8civ« strength of 8800 pel (7500 pni at time
of prees freer Ing)
•Working cornpreselve etrees of 1/4 to 1/3 of ultimate
-Bearing stress of 1,75 times working compressive etree®
•Teneile stress of l/lO of eoii^ressive ©trees (2/10 If
reinforcing provided)
-Shear stress of l/lO of compressive stress
h) Portland Cement Association - Modem Developments in
Reinforced Concrete, Ko. 25, "Design of Prestrossed Concrete"
-TTltiiaate ooTspreseive strenfrth of 5000 pel
-Working compressive stress of 2000 psi
-No working tensile stress under design loads
-Allowable tensile stress extreme fibre for check on
cracking of 700 psi
«) AC I Standards - 1946
-Shear streen as 2/100 ultimate compressive strength
(no reinforcing provided)
-Shear Bress as 8/100 with wob reinforcement of stirrups only
Steel
Roebling' ^ire Company - Specifloations for Special Hoebllng





ContlnuouB beam of 3-100' «p^n©.













A 9 c :>
AX? BA 3C CB CB DC
1 3/4 3/4 1 1 1












































































A B C D
AI? ^A BC CB CD DC



















































































. 39 -3,18 +;5.3«
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tmiT LOAD AT 10 IHT^JiVAL
Loaded KB BA BC CB (ID DC
A
1 -2.66 +9.66 +0.66 -0.66
2 -5.16 +5.16 +1.26 -1 . 26
5 -7.32 +7.32 +1.81 -1 . Bl
4 -9.06 +9.06 +2.25 -2.25
5 -10,00 +10.00 +2.4B -Ii.4B
6 -10.27 +10.27 +2.55 -2.55
7 -9.5:^ +9.53 +2.36 -2.36
B -7.70 +7.70 +1.01 -1.01
9 -4.59 +4.59 +1.15 -1,15
B-10
11 -3. BO +3. BO -1.40 +1.40
12 -6.3^ +6.39 -3. IB +3. IB
13 -7.67 +7.67 -4.80 +4 ,80
14 -7.98 +7.OS -6.30 +6.30
15 -7.43 +7.48 -7,50 +7.50
16 -6.39 +6.30 -''.03 +7. OB
17 -4.90 +4.80 -7.67 +7.67
18 -3.13 +3.13 -6.30 +6.30
19 -1.40 +1.40 -3.^0 +3. BO
C-80
21 1.15 -1.15 -4.50 +4.50
22 c +1.01 -1.01 -7,70 +7.70
23 +2.35 -2.56 -0.53 +0.53
24 +2.55 -2.''^5 -10.27 +10.27
25 +2.4?, -2.48 -10.00 +10.00
26 +2.25 -2.25 -0.06 +9 . 06
27 +1.B1 -1.^1 -7.32 +7.32
28 +1.26 >1.26 •5.16 +?^.16
29 +0.66 -0.66 -2.65 •^-p.^ee^ n
D-30
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B' -1 B" B
1 +0.127 +0.033 +0.160
2 +0.748 +0.252 +0.064 +0.-16
3 4-0.627 +0.373 +0.091 +0.464
4 +0.509 +0.491 +0.113 +0.604
6 +0.400 +0.600 +0.126 +0,725
6 +0,297 +0.703 +0.128 +0.831
7 +0.205 +0.795 +0.119 +0.014
8 +0.123 +0.877 +0.0S6 +0.973
9 +0.054 +0.946 +0.057 +1,003
10 0.000 +1.000 0.000 +1.000
11 -0.039 +0.039 +0.924 +0,963
1? -0.064 +0.064 +0.832 +0,896
13 -0.077 +0.077 +0.728 +0.805
14 -O.OBO +0.080 +0,616 +0.696
15 -0.075 +0.075 +0.500 +0.575
16 -0.064 +0.064 +0.334 +0.448
17 -0.048 +0.048 +0.272 +0.320
18 -0,032 +0.032 +0,163 +0.200
19 •0.015 +0.015 +0.076 +0.091
20 0.000 o.oco 0.000 0.000
21 +0.011 .0.011 -0.057 -0.068
22 +0.019 -0.019 -0.096 -0.115
23 +0.024 -0.024 -0.119 -0.1*13
24 +0.026 -0.026 -0.123 -0.154
25 +0.025 -0.025 -0.125 -0.150
26 +0.022 -0.022 -0.113 -0.135
27 +0.018 -0.018 -0.091 -0.109
23 +0.013 -0.013 -0.064 -0.077
2-9 +0.006 -0.006 -0.035 -0.039





Wl K IIIWilll MMI
Point
Load ed Itk Istl K-3 11-4 lf.«S
I -•S.73 +7.46 +6.19 +4.92 +3.65
U '•'7.48 +14.96 +12.44 +9.92 +7.40
3 +6. 87 +12.54 +18.81 +15.08 +11.35
4 *b,09 +10.18 +15. S7 +20.36 +15.45
5 -4 .00 +8.00 +12.00 +16.00 +20.00
6 +2.97 +5.94 +8.C>1 +11. sa +14.85
t 2.05 +4.10 +6.15 +S.20 +10.55
S n.23 +2.46 +3.69 +4.92 +6.15
9 +0.54 +1.08 +1,62 +2.16 +2.70
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00
11 -0.39 -0.78 -1.17 -1.56 -1.95
12 -0,64 -1.2a -1.92 -2.56 -3.20
IS -0.77 -1.54 -2.31 -3.08 -3.85
14 -0,80 -1.60 -2.40 -3.20 -4.00
IS -0.75 -1.60 -S.25 -3.00 -3.75
le -0.64 -1.88 -1.92 -2.56 -3.20
!•? -0.48 -0.96 -1.44 -1.«I2 -2.40
IS -0.32 -0.54 -o,m -1 . S8 -1.60
19 -0.15 -0.30 -0.45 -0.60 -0,75
SO 0.06 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00
n +0.11 +0.22 +0.33 +0.44 +0.55
m +0.19 +0.38 +0.57 +0.76 +0.95
zs +0.24 +0.48 +0,72 +0.96 +1.20
m +0.26 +0.52 +0.78 +1.04 +1.30
ss +0.25 +0.50 +0.75 +1.00 +1.26
s« +0.22 +0.44 +0.66 +0.88 +1.10
g*r +0.1S +0.36 +0.54 +0.72 +0.??0
S8 +0.13 +0.26 +0.3® +0.53 +0.65
89 +0.06 +0,12 +0.18 +0.24 +0.30
m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AKSA OF lirPLtrWGS LI3JSS
0-10 +399.7 +666.0 +865,7 +932.0 +931.7
10-no -4€'.9 "9^^? -140.6 -199.4 -249.3






Loaded 15-6 Jff-7 M-8 M-9 M-10
1 +2.3B +1.11 -0.16 -1.43 -2.70
8 +4.38 +?,36 -0.16 -2.68 -5.20
9 +7.62 +3.80 +0.15 -3.57 -7.30
4 +10.54 +5 .63 +0.72 -4.19 -9.10
S +14.00 +8.00 +2.00 -4 . 00 -10.00
6 17.82 +10.79 +3.76 -3.27 -10.30
•r +12.30 +14.35 +6.40 -1.55 -9.50
6 +7.38 + 8.61 +<?.84 +1.07 -7.30
• +3.24 3.78 +4.32 +4.86 -4.60
10 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 -2.34 -S.73 -3.12 -3.51 -3.90
12 -3.84 -4.48 -5.12 -6*76 -6.40
13 -4.62 -5.39 -6.16 -6.93 -7.70
14 -4.80 -5.60 -6.40 -7.20 -8.00
IS -4,50 -f>.25 -6.00 -6.76 -7.50
16 -3.84 -4.48 -5.12 -5.76 -6.40
If -2. 88 -3.36 -2.84 -4.32 -4.80
18 -1.92 -2.24 -2.56 -2.88 -3.20
19 -0.90 -1.05 -1.20 -1.35 -1.50
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00
SI +0,66 0.77 +0.88 +0.09 +1.10
22 +1.14 +1.33 1.52 +1.71 +1.90
23 +1.44 +1.68 1.92 +2.16 +2.40
24 +1.56 +1.82 +2. OS +2.34 +2.60
25 +1.50 +1.75 +2.00 2*25 +2.50
26 +1.32 +1.54 +1.76 +1.9S +2.20
27 +1.08 +1.26 +1.44 +1.62 +1.80
28 +0.78 +0.P1 +1.04 +1.17 +1.30
29 +0,36 +0.42 +0.48 +0.54 +0.60
3d 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00











Loaded M-11 M-12 M-13 11-14 M-15
X -2,37 -r'.04 -1.71 -1 . :sn -1.05
2 -4.56 -2.92 -3,28 -2.54 -2.00
3 -6.39 -5.48 -4,57 -:5.66 -2.75
4 -7.07 -6.«4 -5,71 -4,58 -3.45
5 -a. 75 -7.50 -6,25 -5.00 -3.75
6 -9.02 -7.74 -6,46 -5.18 -5.90
7 -8.31 -7.12 -5,93 -4.74 -3.55
8 -6.74 -5.7B -4,72 -3.86 -S.90
9 -4.07 -3.46 -2,89 -2.32 -1.75
10 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 +5 . 34 +4.58 +3.32 +3.06 +2.30
12 1.92 +10.24 +8.56 +6.88 +5.20
13 -0.42 +6.^-^6 +14.14 +11.44 +8,70
14 -1.84 +4,32 +10. 4B +16.64 +12.80
15 -2.50 +2,50 +7.50 +12.50 +17.50
16 -2.56 +1,2B +5.12 +8,96 +12,80
17 -2.08 +0.64 +3.36 +6 . 08 +B.80
18 -1.52 +0,16 +1.84 +3.52 +5.20
19 -0.74 +0 , 02 +0,73 +1,54 +2.30
20 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00
21 0.53 -0,04 -0.61 -1.1a -1.75
22 +0.94 -0.02 -0,98 -1.94 -2.00
23 4-1.21 +0,02 -1.17 -2.36 -3.55
24 +1.32 +0.04 -1.24 -2.52 -3.80
25 1.25 0.00 -1.25 -2.50 -3.75
26 +1.07 -0.06 -1.19 -2.32 -3.45
27 +0,90 0.00 -0.90 -1.90 -2.70
28 +0,66 +0.02 -0.64 -1.26 -1.90
29 +0,27 -0.06 -0,39 -0.72 -1.05
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00
AH^A Of IlIFLUmiCTv LIM1S8
0-10 -587.1 -503.2 -419.1 -.^36.4 -253.0
10-20 -116.0{+67/B) +301.3 +568.0 +701.6 +76S.0













BesiRnatlon of Critical Point©
A « midpoint of first «pan
B = firpt lriterlr>r purport




Unif . « 1014,4 X 1.28 « 1300
Cone. B 20 X 36 « 720
Total ( lmpact)« I^^ X 1.22 « 2460 fk
Hegativ«
Unif. « 24^.3 X 1.28 « 319
Cone. « 4 X 36 « 144
Total (+ irapact)- 4^ X 1.2S « • 566 fk
Seotion B
Positive
Unif. « 165.9 X 1.2S « 212
Cone. « 2.55 X 36 » 92
Total (+ i!Bpaot)« 3^ X 1.2S » + 372 fk
Negativ«
Unif. « 1167. B X 1.28 » 1401
Cono. « 18.27 X 36 « 660
Total ( iifapact)« ^TEI X 1.2S « -2666 fk
Section C
Poeitiv©
Unif. « 763 X 1.2B « 984
Cone. « 17.5 X 36 » 630
Total {+ ii3paet)«1614 X 1.22 « +1971 flc
negative
Unif. « 607 X 1.28 « 650
Cono. - 3.9 X 36 » 141
Total (+ lwpaet)« WT X 1.22 « - 965 fk
CUHBS A|D RAIX»INGS (300 ppf - effective after pres tress)
Section A « (0.3)(1014.4 - 249.3) » (0.3)(765.l)« + 229.3 fk
Seotion B - (0.3)(1167.8 « 165.9) • (0.3)(1001.9)«- 300.6 fk
Section C « (0,3) (768 • 507.0) « (0,3) (2Sl) « + 78.6 fk
vaAHIIIQ SUH^ACIi (150 ppf - per girder - effective after prestreei
Seotion A « (0.15)(765.1)(7) « 703.6 fk
Section B » (0.15)(l001.9)(7) « 1052.0 fk
Section C =« (0.15)(26l)(7) « 275.1 fk
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Section A » (0.15)(7G5.l) (A) « 114.8 A fk (A« Area of beam
Section B «• (0.15) (1001. 9)(a)« 150.3 A fk croBS-sectlon
Section C « (0.15)(261)(a) « 39.3 A fk in so. ft.)
TOTAL DESIGN L'OlIcilHTS TW. 4' GIRD,ER
Kidpoint YiTBt Span (a)
Dead Load
Load after Preetreoe
First Interior Support (B)
Desd< Load
Loi%d after Pros trees






















LOADIKT, FOR MAXI?.4trf SHEAR
The loadlnic for maxlTmnn 9he«s>r 1b Bi'ailar to a simple
beam In thi.t the critical shoaris will occur at the put)-
portft in a continuous beaci. ^?ith three ©pane the maxlmuaj
ehear oecure at the first interior support* f^ince etirrupe
are required due to the uee of 0,06 f* it is necessary to
e
compute the etrees not only at the ©upporte but s.leo at the
point© to the rijc^ht and left of the first interior supports
For couputinp: these sheare the specifications for ?aaxiaium
shear as stated in the AASHO Standard Bpeoifi cations will
again be followed* This renuires a lane loading of 640 lb*
per foot plus a 86,000 lb* concentration placed in such
manner as to produce mBxirmim stresi?. The lire load is also
required to be increased for inipact.
To determine the maxiiourn shear at the required points
under the moving: load, influence lines are again resorted
to. Determining thf» areas of these influence lines and
combining these with the required loads ^rives the taaxiiMua




,xirPLtJ:^TCg; luts QHDnTATiir> ?oh qkmh
Point
Loaded V-A YrB V-3 V-9 Y-11
1.000 0.00 O.OC 0.00 0.00
1 + .873 + .160 + .1S7 + .127 -.03
2 I-.74Q + .316 + .252 + .g52 -.064
3 + .627 + .464 + .373 + .373 -.091
4 + .509 + .504 + .401 + .491 -.113
9 + .400 + .725 + .600 + .600 -.1S5
e + .S97 + .831 + .703 + .703 -.128
? + .205 + .^14 + .795 + .795 -.119
8 + •123 + •973 +.a77(-123) + .377 -.096
9 + .054 +1.003 + .054 + .946(-.054) -.057
:to . 00 +1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
13 -.039 .^63 + .039 + .039 +.076(- .924)
12 -.064 + .896 + .064 + .064 -.832
13 -.077 + .S05 + .077 + .077 -.7^«5
14 -.080 *^696 +.oao + ,0B0 -.616
15 -.075 + .575 + .075 + .075 -.500
16 -.064 + .448 + .064 + .064 - . 334
17 -.048 t.320 + •048 + .048 -.272
18 -.032 + .200 + .032 + .032 -.168
19 -.015 + .0S1 + .015 + .015 -.076
ao 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ai + .011 -.063 -.011 -.011 + .067
22 + .019 -.115 -•019 -.019 + .096
2S + .024 -.143 -0.024 -.024 + .179
24 + .026 -.154 -.026 -.026 + .128
25 + .025 -.150 -.025 -.025 + .125
26 + .0S3 -.135 -.022 -.022 + .113
27 + .018 -•loa -.018 -.OlS + .091
28 + .013 -.077 -.013 -.013 + •064
29 + .006 -.030 -.006 -.006 + .033







» 109.6 X 1.2I> « 133.7 k
m D.L. « 220.0 k




















Unlf. « (120)(0.64)(2) « 153.8
Cone. « (1)(26.0)(2) « 52.0
L.L.(+ Impact) « 20*>.^ X 1.22 « 250.0 k
Dead load
Unlf. « (lO6.7)(0,7-^7)(7) « D.L. « 53.3 k
Curbs and Hailinpe
Unlf. « (106.7)(0.300) « C.H. « 32.0 k
Surface
Unlf. « (106.7){0.150)(7) « 8. »
^j-g'? j^
Total « 082.0 Ic
Per Girder « 140,3 k
Section A^S
Live load
Unlf. = (42.3l)(0.64)(e) « 54.90
Cone. = (0, 8775(26. 0){?;) « 45.6
L.L.C-*- iTSjpact) « l66.5 X 1.22 » 123.0 k
Deed lo?Mi
Unlf. « (40.0)(0.7a7)(7) » D.L. « 22.0k
Curbs and RAillnp:©
Unlf. • (40.0)(0.300) « C.R. « 12.0 k
Surface
Unlf. « (40.0){0.150)(7) « 8. « 42.0 k
Total « 397.0 k
Per Girder « 56.7 k
Section A«'9
Live load
Unlf. « (51.89){0.64){2) « 66.6
Cone. « (0.946)(26.0H2) * 49.1
L.L.{^- Iraipaet) « 115.7 X 1.22 = 141.0 k
Dead load
Unlf « ( 49.9)(0.787)(7) « B.L. « 274.0 k
Curbs wn6. ^iBiiling;^
Unlf. « (49.9)(0,300) « c.n. « 15.0 k
Surface
Unlf. « (49.9)(0.150)(7) « fl. » 52.5 k
Total « 4W7^ Ic












Unif. » (43.4)(0.64)(2) « 62.0
Cone. « (0.924)(26,0)(2)= 4?«0
L.L:(+ Impact) « 110. X 1*22 « 134.0 k
Dead load
Unif. » (39.72)(0.7R7)(7) = D.L. « 218.0 k
Curbe and Railinp-e
Unif. « (39.72)(0,300) « C.R. = 11*9 k
Surface
Unif. « (39.72){0.150)(7) « S. = 41.7 k
Total « 4'05,6 k
Per Oird,er = 5a. k
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In the deBlpn of the oro»» ewctlon there 1r no exact
design for deterrainlnf? the depth of the beara. Therefore
when deflilinir with a eectlon other than rectanp-ular, it la
neoeeeary to ASttucie a section* Fnm th© conqrretQ pro-
pertie© a eeotion of ahoat 30** iss ifdi9Rte<«. Binoe it
le Icnown that the ecc^ntrioity will oontrol» the first
seotion aes^iiaed wrr one with a depth of 36". The width
of *•"'? ^^Ham has tklreBAy been asuisnod as 4B** previously.





A « *rea « 7S0 eq. in.
I " moraent of inertia « 137,963 in'^
r^- I * A « 191.5 eq. in.
r^/y. 10.6 in.
W. « 7g0^ 150 . ^^^ ^^^ ^^y ^^^^
w 144
Fig. 12
Wa determine the li!?iiting ralues of e* ?\nd Vj by cone truo ting
• frRT:^ *»!!' tacn of the three critical sectionp • the midpoint
«f Trie first span (a1, the first interior supfort (B), and
the midpoint of the central w^%ti (C). These graphs *re the
condition equations dereloped in the section Fundamental
yorfnulao.
Using the eQUstions fronj the section Fimdmaental
Formulae, we first consider seotion A.
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The Bendlnp Homentp ares
K^ - +114,«?n0(5) « 4574,000 fp
Ka • +497,600 fv
«• «
The 8tre«ii©© in th« extr«?a© flbr^fl ares







«t > ^it - ^dt *« ^ > -^^^
Therefore*,
(o - f«it - f«*U (good -16?^0)A lOOOA
llne(2Mi - 1 at 1 - 1*11^^
(ot
-:^it + ^dt'^ (* 4. §A/)) A " TM75A
^b *^ab - ©t^A (13^0 - 3A I^TOOA
^*''®^^'^' * ic > A^ > fat,)
A
* ^ (:S556 I ^m\A " ^^iF
With these vmlu^s the dia«T^»«» r^'otwfi in Fig- 13 can he
drawn {eolid llnee'} •
Section B
The Bending Moment© are:
M^ m •150,300(5) a -751,500 fp







ti»f^ m&!fm^¥ ^mthtmE •iff
«»ii»o elrfi ril
->Pr- r <^ •' < »









The stresses In the extreme fibres aret
^'it - ^ib - ^
In this oasot
® < ^dt '•' ^at *® ^^^^ ^ 2078
? f^^ - f^^ as 2000 > -1178
Therefore,
llne{2)i ft » 0*85 _ 11*3"''*^^










^^^ ^ j^- - jq\ ^j^^gj^ •-lioiA
^^"«(^'^^ ^ (o - f*^ * i^^)A
"
*
-TSWTTiTsTA - * ifeir




The Bending Moments arei
M^ » 439, 000(A) « 4-196,000 fp
M « +532,000 fp
^n a
-87,300 fpa
In this case, the stresses in the ^xtrmae fibres are:




f«+ « f ,. « 33g.,Q00 X 12 X 18 „ 52I psiax ah 1377Mb
4e -
*ss - ,.»d«» " j
» * .•^ • .'"t
,&. nl
etc-; >











e > f^^ + t^^ an 2000 > 828
e ^
^ib - fdij a» 2000 > -170
Therefore,
llne(2)s . 1 4. X „ . 0.854
^ (c - fdt - ^at^-'^ (2000 • 828)A lOOOA
llne(2M»- (^^,^l^^^^^^«^^ (0 ^ x70)A " ^ lol^r
line(4)t ^T 2^55 ^ « 4- 7^ it|^ « ^>Q^
(fdb + ^als • ®t^A (828 - 0) A lOOOA
"^ ^ ' (e - fib -^ i'd^)A (2000 + 170)A lOOOA
Vith these Yalues the diagram ehcwn in "^Ig. 15 ean be
drawn (dotted nnd dashed lines).
With a 36" section the maxiraura e obtainable alloT!?ing 3"
for Jacking purposes Is 9". We a«enrae e^ « 9" which is less
than the rVy* - 10.6" putting th» wlr^ -ithln th, o«,r« of the
eeotion. For e^ « 9", the maxiinura value of e;^ • the controlling
eccentricity • is 9#5", Examining the diagram of l/P± « o^,
we find that the value cannot be eatiefied. Hence the depth
of bea'Kt eeotion must be increased » The nesct section to try









^ • tfB^i * cri>^^
'^ • r; ^e « iitli
-unr•





¥ ^ '>b *f

A seetlon with a deptti of 42" i» now aci»it^€K! - as




A « area « 756 uq- in*
X w ]B<^6>jit of inortia » 201,852 in^
ar^ m 267 in^
rVyt " 12.72 in.
31 w^ »
-^|4| ^^^ •« 787 lb. p©r ft.
Fig. 14
g^Qtlon A
The Bending Homimts ar«i
M^ m 114,800(5.25) • eOSgOOO fp
H^ « 497,600 fp
'Th® 8tr<Mi&ee in th« ©xtrom® fibre© ar«t
^at " ^ab • 4,^?t ,§gg^^J| 3^ gl « 622 pai
^at • ^ib * ^
In this eaiR©»
e
-^ %t * ^'at '^^ 2000 > 1375
©>f*ab - ^^|3 as 2000 > i»753
fhtrefor®.
lin«(2M« ^ 1
let - fit + *^dt)^
lind(4)i n ,
,
ii^ I- I , I M ,

































With the«e ralueo the diagram shown in Fig. 15 can h«
drawn (solid lines}*
Secticn B
The Bending llbmcnto are J
1% " -150,300(5,25) « -789,000 fp
Mf^ « -574,100 fp
M' »a
The etreeces in the extreme fibres aret
f .. * f .. m 789,000 X 12 X 21 . 935 peld* dh 201,852
nt - ^ib - ®
In this case,
•^ ^ ^dt * ^at ** ^^^^ ^ ^'^'^^
H> ^kt • ^dt as ;> -985
« > ^'ib • *'db «-» ^^^^ ^ -^^5
Therefore,
line(2)i ^ ^L " *,v.x x^ t '^ ^ullil(c - f^t - ^at^ ^ (2000.1703)A lOOOA
^^"*^^'^'
• (et - fit * ^dt)A " - ( 6 +%35)a " "T^
Tfib^^ab^^tTA (1703 - 0)A lOOOA
With these values the di?igram shown in fig. 16 can be
drawn (dashed lines)*
Seotion C
The Binding l^omente aret
Md « 3^,300(5*25) « +206,500 fp
U^ « / 322,100 fp



















Th« itreBeee In the extyeme fibres are?
fit - fi.
^^|ggj,f ^ '^ - XO. psl
In this ease,
«t^^it - ^'dt »• ^ ^ -^^^
e > f^^ - f^lj R« 2000 > -149
Therefore,
line(2)t ^ y^ 3-1 _..-
llne(2')«









t^dl3 '•^ ^«b - ©t^^
" * (659 - 0)A ' lOOOA
line(4»)j T al r- • + •? ^ . «+ %|i^
tc - t^ t f^^) A (gOOO + 149 )A lOOOA
With thee® valuee the diagram ehown in fig. 15. can be
drawn (dottad and da«h©d llnr^B).
Ftg» 15 repr®e®n!t©ds the ^^raphleal eolutien BatlBfying
all th« cotiditioRi^ for the oowprescslv© n.nA t#neile fstr^sses
lis the concr#»t® at the three critical section© - at tirae of
preEtr®ec %r)j&. aftsjr «lap®ed lo»idlng (!•©•, after the pr®f»tree©
force has haen deoraased to n times it© origin?*! value due; to










•^ y * T-s ^^ -r t[ kt
•d / ©a' -
• V '^ ^ -'"^ '•^''»^* ''M'l lEO
nth graph of •• vereuo 1/P which definec accordini!^ to
the condition ftquatione the llralte of e at the critical
eectlona, and the graph of «• Tereue e to compennate
for the Booondary bending moment. It is poseible to
determine the values of the actual eccentricity. Since
straight cables are ueed the ©abl««»» muet be within
the core of the eection at the exterior supporte to
prevent tenelon in the top fibre. Therefore, e^^ lauat
be le«8 than r^/y^ which equals 12. 7», ©^ was assumed
equal to -IS". This allows 3" clearance beneath the
flange© for jacking purposes. Since it is desirable
to/\€i^ as large ae possible, the first try was e^ equal
to 4-12". With o^ « -12, and eg « la, the values of
the equivalent eccentricities (e*) from the graph of
e versus e' ares
e\ » -11.6, e»3 " +12.6, and e'o «-ll*8
Entering the graph of «• versus lOOOA/P - the hig^hest
value of IOOOa/P which will satisfy the above e*e is
equal to 1. The limiting values of the equivalent
eccentricities with lOOOA/P equal to 1 aret
e*^ « -22 to -8
• •3 « ••24.5 to 12.5
9^Q ^ -13.5 to 0.
Since the actual valtiee of e satisfy both graphs, the
asstuned values of e^ and ©b «i^® acceptable. Therefore,
the values of eccentricity used aret












With ^^^^ ^ A « 1
p
P » 1000 X A " 1000 X 7f)6 « 7«^6,000 lb.
With the ralue of ? « 7f>6,000 and the value of e « ll2
wf» have the following etreseeet
E
- 2%P - . 1000 P.1
f « Z«JL-S 756.000 X If^ y 21 „ +^44 j
See. Horn. « -P [0.6375 (e^) + O.SfSR (e^H
« .756^000 C^.6375 (-18) + 0.562& (nS)l
«
-756,000 X 12 (-.627P 4 0.5625)
«
-756,000 X 12 (-C,075) « + 6B0,000 in. lb.
201, B52 * • ^
Since the condition equatloni? hav# been satisfied, and, the
diagrams for secondary monente have alee been coiarlied with,
it ie reasonabl<» to assume that the etrfsjueof? at the eritlcal
seetione aro not above the allowable etrese. However, for
a oheclc we have tabulated the streeees at theee seetlone.ABC
Top Bottoifl Tei> Bottoffl Tny Bettow
Bead Load Streee +662 -562 -71B +71B +401 -401
Live Load (super) +755 -753 -9S5 +93f. +25S -253
P/A strea® +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000 +1000
reo/l -944 +944 +^44 -944 -944 +944
8 + 56 -36 +71 -71 +71 -71
Heeulting Btrees +1507 +493 +312 +16?»B +786 +1214
Strep© vrith no +345 +1155 +IO3O +07O +52«^ +1472
live load




• 01 I • <1
l3r X?Xr»+ t.






SBTSRMIHATION OF WIRH AR^A
The following ooraputationa are to deteri^in© the wlree
required.
Design etresB » 120,000 lb. per sq. in»
Area « 0.05983
D « 0.276"
P » 756,000 lb.
Area of steel « I5f'»'2^^ « 6.29 eq. in#120,000 ^
Hrnaber of wires « ^,ti|S^,_ « 105
O.u
Therefore, use 4 cables ©f 23 wiret each (total of 112)
placed two eablee on each ©id© of the web.
Load per wire « 1^*299. « 6750 lb., lee® than allowablee
Sixe of Sheath
7200 lb.
Spacing * 1 diameter (to allow for
grouting)
Wires - 7 by 4
Sheath - (14)(0.276) by (a)(0.g76)
or 6-7/8» by 2-1/4
«
U«e 4 Btandard sand^hich platee for ei,ch eable. Total
Blue for each cable is 4** by 4-1/2**.
n» A rrr r ^-..,tt,t
1
•Jjrl »!>« II' fT!^le«cr
:a*x^
•tfrf^
'ivc ^ lag ii*a*i
KiilGK OV BSAHIKC PLATIS
L0N0ITU2)INAX ^1HI5Pv
Allowable Bearing Value « 1*75 f^ « 1.75 x 2000 » 3500 pel
LoBB of oonerete for cables « 2(3 ,875 x 2«25) = 17 eq. in*





^^^^L" ^^9 ««• ^n-2 X 3500
Use plate 6" x 21" « 126" (greater than 108 + 17)
Plate ThickneBs
In the deelgn of the -plate thlckneee, the design as
•ug^eeted In AISC for coluiinn bearing plate.
t^ » 0.15 pa^
« 0.15(3.5) (3)^ « 4.72
t » 2. IS"
use t « 2-1/2"
• 54 -
r)X''' A :;ji, \:.}j/-.
- >r -
The ©hear fitresR or dlapional tens lie streea (v) In
an uncrack©d ooncrete ©ection is msixlrmam at the nentrold.
Yor a girder subject to banding onlyt the value of Taay
b« computed from the following equation which is a 8t?aiidard
textbook fonmala for T?ia3ci?mii!n ehearing stress in a horao-
gcneouB c«ctlon»
in which, v « shearing atreeu at centroid
V « external ©hear on section
b = width of Bection at oentroid
^ « statical moraent of section on either side
of centroid taken about t^mt point




When the pres trees! ing wire® run through straight froia
end to en^t as they do in this girder design, the prestreee
forcee are T»arallel to the girder axis and do not erntribute
to the value of V. Howerer, the prectrecB force exerte &
horizontal cor^ressive etrees
^^x^* ^^® etresic v and S^
produce a principle tensile etrese which may be computed
froT?i the following standard textbook forr^ula.
If the principle etrecses exceed the allowable teneile




Jn r. Inc, - f 5* .tr*
ffcrrl
V
^t?- r? ft;' > .'('..?
o tiii©'rol
fp? **< r*.. f-vni-f
rrf. fr^-f fcr. ; -' • «,-r4- "*•
PRINCIPLE STRESS rSS
Section A
q « (4a)(6)(l«) + (6)(15)(7,5) » 5855 In^
I « 201,852 in«
V „ (5B.g)(5«i55) « ««« ^„,
"^ (6)(P01,852) " ^^^ ^»*
Sjc " nPi/A « (0.a5)(756,000)/(756) « 850 psi






Sjp « 850 pel (constant thrcurhowt th« length of beam)
8|, e 1 ( ^4(632)'' 4 (350}S . 850) « 382 psi
since 582 psi ©•xceeds th# allowabl** »tr*»ngth of ISO p8i#
we"b ?®inforc«!nent in tb,a fona of vertical Btlrrups Is
neceseary.
Section A-B
V « (56.7) (5855) « 274 ^^i
(6) (201,852)
S^ a 34 p8i
Section A^9
V « (69>0)(5S55) « 334 psi
(6) (201,052)
S^ « lies pf?i
Section B-ll
V » l^l^HiJjM « gai pel




















Shear strength of oonor«t« « 0.02 f»Q
« 0,02 (6000
« ISO pel
Kftinforcer'tent rmist provide al3. in
exeeesi of ISO pei*
Since thie shearing stress drops rapidly in either dfi-
recti on of the interior support, reinforcetsent is theoretically
not required at a distance greater than 10* from the interior
support. To provide the reinforcement, ^timipB will be used*
The d©8lf:n of thee© stirrups follow© the design of otirrupe
as outlined in the 'Reinforced Concrete Be&ig^n Handhook*
Stirrup "Degjpi








Try 3/3 inch stirrup©?
A^f^ « 4400
nr /-, / ^ -, (^%3c v»Vb 262 X 6 ^ ^„^ito (1/s) «
-^1^:^-^ - "4456 ' ^^^^^
K « 6S{ii3kx 1/s) »« 6 X 10 X 0.375 « 22.5, eay 24
Index « 1.5S/(.mx 1/e) « 1.5{10)/0.S75 « 40
ijJnteriag **spacing of Stirrup®" aiai^ra-a, page Bl, j^ODH,
with index of 40 and Jiax{l/e) of O.S?*"*, we freti
5/8" round eitirrups spaced: 10 at 5"! 7 at 4*1 3
at 6'U 1 at B«| and ?: at 12".
Thie ©pacing will conisence at the interior Bupport»- and run
in both direction®. Althoufi^ the stirrups mrm theoretically
not required after the 10% it whb decided to continue the



















pssictN of aitchor blocks
Since the designed cable
iB discontinuous, it is neces-
sary to have anchoring blocks
at the points of discontinuity.
Therefore, at the 3/4 point in
the first span a rectangular block is placed on both sides of
the web of the I bean, ITie cable which is below the neutral
axis ends at this block while the cable over the first in-
terior support begins. There is a ©ir^dlar block at the 1/4
point of the middle. Throughout the entire length of the span
there are four such blocks. The prestressing cables bearing
on these blocks produce an internal couple of 756,000 x 24 in.
lb. This couple is resisted by shear along the flange. Al-
though the web aids in resisting this couple, it has not been
taken into account and the design is on the side of safety.
Length of Block




Shear/in. « Mii2 = 14.4 k/in.
If no reinforcement were used, the allowable shear from
the ACI standards would be:
Vq « 0.02 f 'q *= ,02 X 6000 = 120 pci
L « i|^ s 130" » 10' - too large
With reinforcement the allowable shear from the ACI
standards
:
Vq = 0.06f 'q « .06 X 6000 « 360 psi
L « 11=1 « 40«
.360
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In the deelgn of the block it is noted
that the shear 1b horizontal and hence
the main reinforcement is horizontal.
Since the actual etress pattern is to
a certain extent indeterminate, it was
decided to run the reinforceraent in
both direction. To provide for reinforcement in both
direction, a wire meeh cage prefabrlcatlon to be lowered into
the forme for the anchor blocks will be deelgned.
Desipn of Reinforcement
The ehear diagram for the block is shown and the coinputatlons
follow.
Shear taken by the concrete equale the
shear value of the concrete times the
area effective in shear (length of the
block time© the width of the block),
Vq = 0.02(6000)(48" X 42'') « 242 k
The retaainder of the shear must be taken by the reinforcement
and is equal to Vp « 604.8 - 242 « 362,8 k
We now will assume 6 vertical rows of horizontal reinforcement
placed 3 on either side of the centerllne (the cable is there-
fore placed between two rows of reinforcement). Each vertical
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Kow, Ay « ji .*, where V* « eTroAee of total shear oyer that
*' permitted on the concrete (Vj.)
"
^% ^ g Ay total area of relnforceTnont In
20(7/3) (30) tension within a dlntanee 8
« 0,115 s B « epacing of reinforeenent in a
direction parallel to it
fy » tn-seile unit atreae in reinforce-
ment
Aneiime a 6" spacing of reinforcement with a required Ay of
0.690 in**. Use 1" ^ spaced 6** in both directions.
The wire raeuh cage would therefore be fabricated ae followa j
•6 vertical rows of 1" ©paced 6" vertically
-vertical 1" spaced fi" horisBontally
•the vertical 1" would be the vertical le^ of a rectangular
closed stirrup servlnp: to tie the unit together
-all bars would be welded so as to form the wire cage
This Is Illustrated In Fii^. 17*
- 60 -
/C-Oii^.^ ''
-^ • T^ tWCti
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Q welded to form a
cage.

IGN 01' mixm r^
•M^
V*'
To hare an efficient transfer
of etrefm between ndjaoent
glrd«r» It 1® nQcosBary to
k«y thoa at tb« xipper and lower
flanpee
•
Th0 greatest concentration of load mldmiiy between girder
eentere at the shear key will be equal to that exerted by a
wheel loading of 16,000 lb«. plaead either mide of the ehear
Diane. Thi» load ean b^ distributed according to Art 3«3»2,
AASHO Standards, 1949» ait follo^m
E-» 0*6S + 2.5
where !> « 'width over which wheel loud
distributed
S w effective »pan length
1 « 0.6(4) + 2*B « 4.9 feet
Therefore, the maxlrinisa »hear istrees equals
16,000 f 4.9 « 3,870 p/ft » 3.27 k/ft
The shear 8tren||:;th of the concrete » 0.02 f^ « 120 pol « 0.12 ksl
providing total shear reeictance « 2 X 0.120 kei X 12 in/ft
« g.ea Ic/ft/inch of depth
Therefore, the siinl^raira depth of key « 3.27/2.88 « 1.15"
For thie de»ign use depth of k®y « l-'l/2".
•» 61 *•









In order to Ineure that the plrdere act together ae a
monolithic etruoture it i» n^eceweary to induce a compressive
8tr*>»B In the tipper and lower flangee. Thin ©trecB 1«
produced by high tenelon traneverise wires which run throii|?h
the upper and loieer flangeiB Bnd are pr©etr©«s«d in a manner
• itailar to that ueed in the lon(!?itudinal prew tree© infr operation.
Howerer, there la no design for the wiree for they take no
actual load. it wa« believed that B wires of dlaraeter 0,276**
in the top flange and another B in the bottom flani^e ©paced at
5 feet intervale would be eufflcient* With thisi arrang?«a©nt
the stress produced would bei
Total wire area «» 8 X ,06985 « O^ABl eq» in#
Force « 0,487 X 120,000 « 57,500 lb,
StresK « 57,500/(6 X 60) « 160 psi
The designed wires tsrould result in a cdetapressive strees of
160 pel in both the upper ^n6 lower flanges. It im believed







mjBm M mk .. ?• tscrfTL-^ erf*
on ' iTDwoH
^^ ••'•' ').t ftr'.t ct
.nt Apa T«^. .0 r *! » ff raloT
- S^ -
Dli^IGK 0? BKAPvIKG PLATSB
TRAKSV.SRSS WIRES
Allowable Be^irlng Valu« » 1.75 f© « 1»75 x 2000 = 3500 psi
LoBB of concrete for cables = 2-1/4 x 1 « 2.85




» « 16.4 sq. in.




« 0,15(3.R) (1.5)^' « l.ia
t « 1.09"
U8® t « 1-1/4 '•

m>m:s(T ^ yinsT crack
It is g«in«rally adviBable to determine th© raoraent
at which the first oraok (M ) may be anticipated* This
cr
involvee eatirnating the Btreee f^^ at which the allowable
tensile e trees of the concrete Ib reached In the bottom





H^ » total maximum moment 1,363,000 fp
foy» allowable tensile stress « 700 pel
I «= moment of inertia \
y^ « distance to bottom fibre « SI**
M^j. « 1,363,000 X 12 + 700 X ^P}^f^^^ « 23,300,000 ip
On the aesunption that moments and loads are propertional,
the calculation shows that the first crack appears when
the superimpoeed load is 42!f ©ore than the combined dead
load and live load. Unlike ordinary reinforced concrete,
this crack will close up when the load ie subseouently
reduced down to design live load. The concrete will then
a<3:ain behave as a homogeneous material*
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The ratio of depth to epan i© about 1«30 which is
sTsiall for a bridge carrying highway loading as heavy as
H20-S16, The deflection under livfi lead includinf
inipact should therefore be investigated. The raaximuia
deflection for the beam will occur in the first span
when loaded as shown In the sketch. The point of isaxismca
deflection in not at the midspan but for Bi?!tplioity this
deflection will be determined. The method of Conjugate




PabA * (36)(1.22)(50)(50)/lf)0 » 1098
ml?/% « (l.SB)(l.22)(l00^)/8 « 1953
Kb « (669. 3-165.9)(1.28)(1. 22)
(36)(l.2g)(l0.0) « 12S4
For Conjugate Beam,% = .i. ( 1093) (100) (50) + (4)(1^53)(50){5Q) - (lg24UlOO) (100
100 2 3 (2H3}
« 27,400 4- 65,100 - 20,400 « 72,100
M • (72,100)(50) + (612H50|(50) - (109BH50)( 50) - 2(1953)5q|
(25(3) (2H3) (33(8)
« 3,605,000 + 955,000 - 458,000 - 1,220,000 « 2,070,000
• yJ^m. « g. 070,000 X i72b « o.a45'*
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The 11t« load d«flection is approximately 1/1400 of the span.
The AASHO roquiree that the defl#otion shall not exceed l/'^OO
of the »pan» Since the rnaitiTmira deflection will only he
•llphtly greater than the live load deflwotlon eorrputed,
the AASHO ren^iremente are eacily satisfied.
* M •
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In the design of a thre« epan eontlmiouo girder
llaenel ueeo a continuouB parabolic cable. The cable
•age in the middle of the epane and l!iUT»!p8 over at the
interior supports. The eocentrleltlee of this cable
are limited as great dlffcreneets in the values of e
at the !3idspans m^ supports would mean a ©able of
such tortuous shape that the friction between the
cable and sheath might be 8«?rlou8« In most instances
the cable at the supports doe not cross the neutral
axis* Such a cable results in very high secondary
bending moments. Straight cables which can be
placed equidistant from the neutral axis tend to
cancel out on the secondary bending- isaoment.
In the solution of his pstrabolic cablet Kagnel
has evolved a cojsplicated graph frora which he can
deternine the Biini?mBa and naxlmuia values of the
actual eccentricities. It was believed tliat the
results of a girder design using ifagnel'e cables! would
lua^re an interesting comparison with the girder
already designed.
Since a comparison is to be made a section with
the sarae diraensionB as the final section design using
the straight cables was selected. This section has a
42" depth and the curves of e* versus l/Pj are as
before in Fig. 15. Entering thl© curve with lOOOA/P « 1,
• 67 •
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the Uniting Taluee ae "before ar«t
•'B " +24,5 to +12.5
o'^ " -13.5 to
Ueing Hagnel*s diapraa a© ifhown in Fig. 16 whore for an
asoignod value of »g the corresponding values of o^ ^^^
9Q are obtained provided that a cross-hatched area which
satisfies the limits for the equivalent «ooentrioitie8
is obtained. '^e have assuned that e^j must be lees than
4 In order to prevent ojrceeaive friction. With that
limitation it appearc that such a cross-hatched area is
not obtained and therefore the line lOOOA/P = 1 is
unsuitable. Lower values of lOOOA/P did not produce
a solution. Therefore the depth would have to be
increased. If the eccentricity wais not limited by
the friction consideration, l-afnel'f? desijrn would
result in th-s earsc depth of section* The straight
cables therefore have advantacjes in Bome eases over the
parabolic cable. It in true that the eecentricity of
the straight cables is limited by the neceBsary
clearance for "jacking" purposes. However # enou^^h
eccentricity is obtainable to c^lve an economical
section which is etnaller than the corresponding section
using a parabolic cable*
« 68 -
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In the design of the three equal c"nan girder bridge
disoontinuouB etraight cables arranged in a manner
similar to ordinary reinforcement were need, Thie design
proyed to be entirely ©atiefactory resulting in zero
tensile atrearaes under any condition of loading and gave
a depth of apan ratio of approximately 1/30 • In comjjaring
the design with a Bitallsr design usinr Magnftl'e "parabolic
cable it wae eVmwn that the parabolic cable necessitated a
greater depth of section because of the friction between
the sheath and cables which lirait*»d the eccentricities.
Kenoe it is concluded that the use of strairht cables in
the design of continuous bridges Ib practical and in many
oases would result in an economical design. In addition
the denign procedure is relatirely simple smd substitutes
a simple graph for the complex graph needed in the solution
using a parabloic cable.
It is recommended that the use of discontinuous cables
for other than thre<? equal span continuous beams be
investigated and design procedure modified to apply to
continuous bridges of 2 or 3 spans - equal and ^xnenual
spans. It is further recownended that the usft of the
new high strength preetressing bars recently developed
in iSngland be investigated In connection with these
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